Early versions were shipped with the EPSU-600 4-20 MA sending unit (below).

- Red: Cylinder pressure sending unit
- Black: Shield
- Green & White: Wires on sending unit are not connected

Manual emergency oxygen bypass oxygen control

- Switched: 6-10 mm, MAIN REG. 1 BAR (15 PSI)
- Switched: 4-6 mm, MAIN REG. 1 BAR (15 PSI)
- Switched: 4-6 mm, E-REG. 2 BAR (30 PSI)

Audio output is microphone compatible

All wires 22, 24 or 26 AWG

NOTICE!

Revised: 6-10 mm, MAIN REG. 1 BAR (15 PSI)
Revised: 4-6 mm, MAIN REG. 1 BAR (15 PSI)
Revised: 4-6 mm, E-REG. 2 BAR (30 PSI)